CACI provides agile software development for critical command and control systems. Our software development and integration provides a holistic, repeatable, disciplined engineering process to IT-centric mission system procurement, development, and delivery. We engage the full development lifecycle, and deliver any tools needed to provide for information assurance to ensure security compliance. We combine the latest concepts in agile and development operations (DevOps) with traditional software systems engineering to deliver innovation and flexibility while adhering to traditional requirements and standards.
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Interoperability experience
Our solutions leverage agile methodologies, are CMMI-3 compliant, and have been certified on multiple networks, all while following our operations-focused, automated delivery processes. These agile methodologies allow for stakeholders' visibility into the development process and its progress, assuring them that we're meeting customer requirements on the timeframe they determine.
Our process flexibility allows for alignment to various systems development lifecycles, from acquisition to integration. Our processes enable the U.S. Navy to revamp and expand its capabilities for enhanced situational awareness, via our controlled gates and support for contract data requirements list documentation throughout the agile software develop- We apply agile soft ware development methodologies that also incorporate traditi onal engineering requirements.
